CONCLUSION REPORT: ANTHROPOLOGY COLLECTIONS

reported by: Name

Date: 10/5/2015

Catalog #: ____________
Catalog #: Accession #: Loan #: ___________

Object Name: Anthropomorphic cup
Country of Origin: Peru
State/Province: ____________
Date/Time Period: Moche

Purpose of Report:
accession
loan
inventory
other (__________)

Dimensions (cm):
Height: 15 1/4 cm
Width: ____________
Length: ____________
Depth: ____________
Circumference: 39 7/8 cm
Diameter: 12 3/4 cm

Individual Components (eg., earthenware, copper, rattan) be specific:
1. earthenware
2. slip
3. ____________
4. ____________
5. ____________
6. ____________

Rough sketch:

Description: *not always necessary for condition reporting - this example is a comprehensive accessioning and condition reporting worksheet

Moche anthropomorphic cup with molded face and ears on small base. Exterior has overall red slip, eyes and mouth outlined in black. Interior and bottom of base are unslipped. Interior rim has black border approx 1.5 cm thick. Holes in earlobes (for earrings? no longer present if so)
General Condition:  
- Excellent  
- Good  
- Fair  
- Poor

Stability:  
- Stable  
- Unstable

Priority:  
- 1 (low)  
- 2  
- 3  
- 4 (high)

Recommendation:  
- Inhouse  
- Conservator  
- Monitor

Specific Conditions:  
*Anything marked in this section should also be noted on image/photograph

Evidence of:  
- 1. Ethnographic deposits  
- 2. Previous repairs  
- 3. Indigenous  
- 4. Subsequent  
- 5. Unknown  
- 6. Major  
- 7. Minor

Chemical:  
- 13. Corrosion products  
- 14. Crystalline deposits  
- 15. Faded  
- 16. Odorous  
- 17. Oxidized/Tarnished  
- 18. Red Rot  
- 19. Stained  
- 20. Other

Physical:  
- 20. Abraded  
- 21. Bleeding  
- 22. Brittle  
- 23. Cracked  
- 24. Distorted- warped, etc  
- 25. Dry  
- 26. Fraying

Physical (continued):  
- 26. Foreign deposits  
- 28. Dirt  
- 29. Dust  
- 27. Grease  
- 31. Unknown  
- 30. Holes  
- 32. Paint/slip flaking  
- 33. Parts missing  
- 34. Powdering  
- 35. Scratched  
- 36. Smoke damage  
- 37. Spalling  
- 38. Stained  
- 39. Stretching  
- 40. Torn  
- 41. Wet  
- 42. Worn  
- 43. Other

Biological:  
- 8. Dry rot  
- 9. Insect damage  
- 10. Vermin damage  
- 11. Fungal damage

Additional Remarks:  
Overall stable. Minor scuffing and abrasions throughout areas of spalling near proper left base bottom, proper right rim, and generally on back of cup. Paint/slip flaking concentrating on proper left side of face and base. Large chip missing from proper right ear. Surface cracking/crackling at rim above proper right eye. Through crack at proper left rim (previous repair appears stable). Area of deep scratching/abrasions on proper right base below "chin" area. Interior of cup is dirty with root (?) impressions. Old label with previous number (LX-1841) affixed near bottom of base - proper left.
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